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INVOLUTIONS ON S>xS2 AND OTHER 3-MANIFOLDS

BY

JEFFREY L. TOLLEFSON

ABSTRACT.    This paper exploits the following observation concerning involu-

tions on nonirreducible   3-manifolds:   If the dimension of the fixed point set of a

PL  involution is less than or equal to one then there exists a pair of disjoint   2-

spheres that do not bound  3-cells and whose union is invariant under the given

involution.   The classification of all  PL  involutions of S   X S     is obtained.   In

particular,  S    X S     admits exactly thirteen distinct  PL  involutions (up to conju-

gation).   It follows that there is a unique   PL  involution of the solid torus  Sx

D     with   1-dimensional fixed point set.   Furthermore, there are just four fixed

point free  Z^i-actions and just one fixed point free  Zji , ,-action on S   X S    for

each positive integer k   (again, up to conjugation).   The above observation is al-

so used to obtain a general description of compact, irreducible   3-manifolds that

admit two-sided embeddings of the projective plane.

1.   Introduction.   We have two main goals in this paper.   The first is to com-

plete the classification of  PL  involutions on  S   x S2.   As we show, S    x S2 ad-

mits only the obvious involutions.   Secondly, we give a characterization of com-

pact, irreducible  3-manifolds admitting two-sided embeddings of the projective

plane.   An elementary observation concerning involutions on nonirreducible 3-

manifolds (Lemma 1) inspired both solutions.

Let T be a   PL involution of j'xS2 with fixed point set F.   In [ll], Tao

has proven that if F = 0 then the orbit space of  T is homeomorphic to S   x S  ,

P2 x S1, P3 # P3, or N (N  denotes the nonorientable   2-sphere bundle over S1).

Kwun  [5] and Fremon   [2] have shown that if  F  is   2-dimensional, then  T  is

uniquely determined (up to equivalence) by its fixed point set.   Hence there are

only four involutions  T with   2-dimensional fixed point set.   In this paper we

treat the remaining cases, namely, when  F has dimension  0 or   1.   We show that

there is only one involution when the dimension of F is 0 and that there are

just four involutions when the dimension of F is  1.

We describe the standard involutions on S'xS    with fixed point sets homeo-

morphic to   S° U 5°, S1, and Sl u Sl.   Let C: Sl —* S1  denote the reflection

with two fixed points.   Regard S2 as the unit sphere \(x, y, z): x2 + y2 + z   = l\
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in  R 3.   Let the involutions A, K, Rj, R2  of S2 be defined as follows:

K{x, y, z) = (x, y, - z), R ^x, y, x) = (- x, - y, z),

A(x, y, z) = (- x, - y, - z),       R 2(x, y, z) = (x, -y, - z).

C  x  R j is the standard involution on S   x S    with fixed point set S   ij S°.    1 x

R]  and C x K are the standard involutions with fixed point set S   u S .   Now

let S    x S     be viewed as the identification space obtained from  [-1, l] x S2  by

identifying (-1, x) with (l, R j(x)).   The standard involutions H and  L with

fixed point set 5    are defined by

H([t, x]) = [t, R2(x)],

l[l -t, A{x)],        if 0<t < 1,

L([t, *])- n    j . tf KU)]>    if _!<¿<0.

Thus, we have

CxR,

Theorem A.   // F  ¿as dimension zero then  T  is conjugate to the involution

Theorem B.   // F has dimension one then  T is conjugate to one of the in-

volutions   1 x R j, C x K, H, or L.

Consequently, any  PL involution of S1 x S    is conjugate to one of the

above thirteen involutions.   Using Theorem B, we prove in §4 the uniqueness of

PL involutions of the solid torus with   1-dimensional fixed point set.

For fixed point free cyclic actions, we prove the following result in   §5.

Theorem C.   S1 x S2 admits just four free Z2, -actions and just one free

Z2i ,i-action for each positive integer k.

Examples of closed, irreducible   3-manifolds admitting two-sided embeddings

of  P    (distinct from  P   x S  ) have recently been discovered by Row  [9]  and

Jaco  l4j.   In §6 we describe a general construction that produces all such ex-

amples.   This description should prove useful in the investigation of these

spaces.   The next theorem is an immediate consequence.   If a closed 3-manifold

M contains k nonparallel, disjoint, two-sided projective planes (and no more),

the union of which does not separate M , then its orientable double cover is a

closed  3-manifold M  with k handles attached.

Theorem D.   M  is irreducible if and only if M  is irreducible.

We work in the  PL  category exclusively.   S", P", and R  denote the n-

sphere, real projective w-space, and the real line, respectively.   A 3-manifold M

is irreducible if every 2-sphere in M is the boundary of a cell in M.   M is P  -

irreducible if M is irreducible and admits no two-sided embeddings of P  .   A

surface F in M is properly embedded in M if F H dfA = dF  {d denotes the
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boundary).   F  is two-sided if there is a neighborhood of F  in  M  of the form  F x

[-1, l] with F = F x 0 and F x [- 1, l] D dM = dF x [- 1, l].   We say that two

surfaces F and G are parallel in M  if and only if there exists an embedding of

F x [- 1, l] in Af  such that F = F x S- l| and G = F x {1¡.   Let í> be a homeo-

morphism of the surface  F.   F x [0, 1]/$  denotes the identification space result-

ing from  F x [0, l] by identifying (x, 0) with (<I>(x), 1), for each x e F.

Let F be a two-sided surface in M.   The manifold M   obtained by splitting

M  at F is the manifold whose boundary contains two copies, F    and F~, of F

such that the identification of F    and F~  defines a natural projection /:

(M\ F+U F~) —* (M, F) with /|M  - (F   U F~) a homeomorphism onto M - F.

Note that M' is homeomorphic to  M - (F x (- 1, l)).

I am grateful to the referee for correcting an oversight in the proof of Theo-

rem B.

2.   Fundamental lemmas.   In this section we prove two lemmas on which the

results of this paper are founded.   Given an involution on  S    x r, we prove the

existence of appropriate 2-spheres along which we can equivariantly split S1 x

S  .   This operation enables us to capitalize on the results of Livesay   [6], 17],

Smith [lOJ, and Waldhausen [l3J about involutions on the  3-sphere.   Lemma 1 is

used again in  §5.   Zfe denotes the cyclic group of order k.

Lemma 1.   Let M  be a compact  ^-manifold admitting an effective Z, -action

(k = 2 or 3) with fixed point set F.   Let  T be a homeomorphism on M generat-

ing the given Z, -action.   If M contains a  2-sphere disjoint from F  that does not

bound a  3-cell, then there exists a  2-sphere S in M that does not bound a  3-

cell such that SHF = 0   and either TS = S {and k = 2) or TS O S = 0.

Proof.   Let  p: M —»Al     be the projection onto the orbit space of the Z,-ac-

tion.   A  2-sphere S  in  M - F  is in general position with respect to  p provided

that the singularities of p(S) consist of only double curves and triple points. Let

2 denote the set of all  2-spheres in  M - F that do not bound  3-cells in M  and

that are in general position with respect to p.   2 is not void since any  2-sphere

in M can be deformed by arbitrarily small isotopies of M to obtain one in M - F

that is in general position with respect to p.

We define the complexity of a  2-sphere S in  2 to be the ordered pair (/, d),

where t denotes the number of triple points of p(S) and d denotes the number of

double curves of p(S).   Of course when k = 2 we always have / = 0.   Consider

the complexities of the  2-spheres in  S in lexigraphical order and select some S

in S with minimal complexity.   If the complexity of S is (0, 0), then we are done.

However, if the complexity of S is not (0, 0), then we attempt to find another

member of S with smaller complexity.   But because of our choice of S this is
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impossible. We find that we are in the case k = 2 and we can obtain a 2-sphere

S that does not bound a 3-cell and for which TS = S . Either way, the proof is

completed.

Suppose that the complexity of S  is not (0, 0).   Choose a simple closed

curve  a in S n TS such that  a bounds a disk D in S with the properties that

D nTS = a and each component of DOT- 1(S) meets  a.

Case 1.   Ta ¿ a.   Let E = T" Hi».   Then  E O 5 = T_ '(a), which separates

5 into two disks Ej  and E2 having  a as their common boundary.   At least one

of the  2-spheres  EuEj  or EuE2 does not bound a  3-cell in M, since S does

not bound one.   Call this  2-sphere S .   We deform S    slightly to put it in general

position with respect to  p  and to eliminate   a as a double curve as follows:   Let

E    be a disk close to and parallel to  E  such that   Bd(E')u a bounds an annulus

A  on  S    and E    intersects   TS in the same manner as  E  does.   Take S" = E'u

(S- (A UE)) as our new 2-sphere in  2.   We have removed p(a) as a double

curve.   If p(a)  contained no triple points of S  then we have reduced the number

of double curves and not increased the number of triple points.   If p(a) does con-

tain triple points, notice that p(a) contains all those triple points lying in p(D).

The number of double curves may be increased in this case, but we add no new

triple points and remove all those triple points in  p(a).   In either event, the com-

plexity of S    is less than that of S.   So this case is impossible.

Case 2.   Ta = a.   Since we do not have triple curves, k = 2.   Let £ = TÍO).

As before, a   separates S into two disks D = Ej and E2 having  a as their com-

mon boundary.   If  E UE2  did not bound a  3-cell, then by treating this  2-sphere

as we did S    in Case 1 we would obtain a member of 2. of less complexity than

S.   Thus EuE2 bounds a  3-ceJl.   Consider the 2-sphere S" = D U E.    S" does

not bound a  3-cell and TS   = S  .

The following corollary is proved by a routine application of Lemma 1.

Corollary 1.   Let (M, p) be a regular triple-covering space of an irreducible

(P -irreducible), compact  3-manifold.   Then M  is also irreducible  (P   -irreduc-

ible).

Lemma 2.   Let M  be a compact 3-manifold admitting an involution  T: M —>

M  with fixed point set  F homeomorphic to a closed  l-manifold (perhaps not con-

nected).   Suppose that F intersects every  2-sphere in M that does not bound a

3-cell.   If M  is not irreducible, then there exists a  2-sphere S  in M not bound-

ing a 3-cell such that  TS = S and S is in general position with respect to F.

Proof.   We say that a   2-sphere S  in  M  is in   T-general position modulo  F

if S  and  TS are both in general position with respect to F and if S - F and

TS - F  are in general position.   Hence, we have four possible types of intersec-

tion curves or points in 5 n TS: (a) a simple closed curve in S - F, (b) a simple
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closed curve in  S  that meets  F  in a single point,  (c) an arc in  S  with just its

endpóint in   F,  (d) an isolated point in  S O TS  lying in  F.

Let S be the set of all  2-spheres in M that do not bound  3-cells and are in

T-general position modulo F.   Clearly  2^0.   We define the complexity of S e 2

as  c(S) = (a, ß, y, 8), where   a, ß, y denote the number of components in

(SnTS) - F that are of type   a, b, c, respectively, and S denotes the number of

points in S f] TS of type d.

We choose some S € 2 with the smallest possible complexity (where the com-

plexities are lexigraphically ordered).   We attempt to reduce the complexity of S

by means similar to that used in Lemma 1.   Because of our choice of  S, there is

only one possibility (Case 5) and we are able to construct an invariant 2-sphere

not bounding a  3-cell.

Case 1. There is an intersection curve À of type a that bounds a disk D in

TS such that Int(D) n S = 0. We use the same argument as in Lemma 1 to either

remove A as an intersection curve or obtain an invariant sphere D u TD contain-

ing no fixed points and not bounding a 3-cell. However, neither situation is com-

patible with our choice of S and the conditions imposed on F.

Case 2.   There is an intersection curve À of type b that bounds a disk D in

TS such that Int(D) n S = 0.   Let A n F = \x\.   A separates S into two disks Fj

and E2 having À as their common boundary.   One of the 2-sphere EluD or E2L)D

does not bound a 3-cell in M, say S .  We work with 5 , deforming it slightly so as to put

it in   T-general position modulo  F, and eliminate A as an intersection curve.   Let

D    be a disk parallel and close to D such that dD  u A = |x|, dD  U A bounds a

pinched annulus A  in S , and the interior of the  3-cell bounded by D u D   u A

does not meet $ U H.   Take S" = D' U (S' - A u D).   Then S" e I and c(S") <

c(S) since we have not increased the number of double curves of type  a and

have decreased the number of type b (although perhaps increasing the number of

points of type d).   Thus Case 2 does not occur for our choice of S.

Case 3.   There is a pair of intersection curves p, A of type c  such that \i ¿

TA and p u A bounds a disk D in  TS with Int(D)n5' = 0.   pUÁ separates S

into two disks E j, E 2 with p U A = dE j = dE 2.   Select S' to be one of the  2-

spheres Du£,, DuF2 that does not bound a 3-cell.   Let D' be a disk parallel

and close to D  such that dD n dD   = \x, y\ and dD U dD' bounds an annulus A

in S    "pinched" at both x  and y.   Furthermore, we do not want the interior of

the 3-cell bounded by DuD'u A  to meet S UTS.   Take S"= D'uis' -(A U D))

as our new  2-sphere in  2.   Clearly C(S") < C(S) (again we may have introduced

new points of type d).   But as before, the existence of such a  2-sphere S   is not

consistent with our choice of S, so this case cannot occur either.

Case 4.   There is a point x of type d in S O TS.   Let N  be an invariant 3-

cell neighborhood of x such that N n F is an arc.   Then  T\N is simply a
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rotation about this arc.   We adjust 5  and TS  slightly so that S U TS is in general

position with respect to dN.   There are simple closed curves in S n N and TS n

N that bound innermost disks (containing x) R C S and Q C TS.   R U Q separates

N into three components U, V, W, where R C du, TU = V and TV/ = W.   Clearly,

Fr\N CW.

Let D  be a disk close to and parallel to R  such that Int(D) C {] and dD =

dR.   Define S" = (S - R) UD.   The only difference between SnTS and 5" nTS"

is that we have removed the point !x|.   But as before, because of our choice of

S, this case cannot appear.

Case 5.   There is an intersection curve A of type c with TA u À bounding a

disk D in  TS such that Int(D)n (S UTS)= 0.   Suppose S 1 = D UTD does not

bound a 3-cell.   Then'we are finished, since S1 is invariant under T.   Indeed,

we will show that it is the case that S l  cannot bound a 3-cell.   For, suppose

that S j does bound a  3-cell.   If we denote by E the complement of T(Int(D)) in

S, then S   = D u E does not bound a 3-cell when 5,  does.   Take a disk D' par-

allel and close to D  so that dD Pi dD   = \x, y\  and dDudD    bounds a doubly-

pinched annulus A  in S'.   Take S" = (S- (D U A)) UD'.   Then S" has fewer

curves of type  c than S  and no more of types a and b, which contradicts our

choice of S.

Since at least one of the five cases must occur, and Case 5 is the only one

consistent with our choice of S, we may conclude that there exists a T-invariant

2-sphere in M that does bound a 3-cell.

3.   Involutions on  S1 x S2.   In this section we show that any  PL involutions

on S1 x S2 with 0- or  1-dimensional fixed set is conjugate to one of the involu-

tions C x Rj, 1 x R v C x K, H, or L.   Let  T: S J x S2 — S1 x S2 be an involu-

tion with fixed point set F.   Choose a basepoint in F and consider the isomor-

phism T* on the fundamental group U^S1 x S2)ëiZ induced by  T.   Either T*(l)

= 1, in which case we write T* = I, or T,,.(l) = - 1 and we write  Tj( = -I.   Fremon

[2] lists all possible fixed point sets F of T:

T preserves orientation T reserves orientation

T* = / S^S1 S^S1

Sl Klein bottle

T+ = -/ S1^1 S2WS2

S1 S%S2

S°uS°

We proceed by considering the possible 0- and  1-dimensional fixed point
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sets and apply Lemmas 1 and 2 to reduce the problem to considering in what way

known involutions on the  3-sphere can induce involutions on 51 x 52.   We remark

that it follows from 12], DJ, and Theorem B that to each entry in the above table

there corresponds a unique PL involution of 5x5   (up to conjugation).

Proof of Theorem A.   According to Fremon's table we must have F « 5° W 5°.

By Lemma 1 there exists a 2-sphere 5 in 51 x 52 that does not separate S1 x S2

and such that either TS = 5 or T5 O 5 = 0.   Observe that we may assume T5n 5

= 0.   For if T5 = 5 and T does not interchance the sides of 5, we can split 51 x

5    along 5 to obtain 10, 11x5    with an involution  T' induced by  T.   Now cap

the  2-sphere boundary components with  3-cells to obtain a  3-sphere and extend

T    to an involution on this  3-sphere.   The fixed point set of this involution on the

3-sphere is F plus two additional points.   But such a fixed point set for an invo-

lution on the  3-sphere does not occur [lOj.   If T does interchange the sides of

5, we can replace 5 by one of the boundary components of a product neighborhood

of 5.

Hence 5x5    is separated into two components by 5 U TS, say A and B,

with A sb B % [0, l] x 52.   Since F ¿ 0, TÀ~ = Ä~ and TB = B.   Cap the  2-sphere

boundaries of A  and B to obtain  3-sphere  2    and  2„,  respectively.   T induces

involutions T A, TB on  2^, Sß  with fixed point sets FA = F C\A, FB = F O B,

respectively.   Again from LlOJ, we observe that  FA *" F B «s 5  .

TA and Tß are equivalent to orthogonal involutions on 53 with two fixed

points [6].   Hence, we can find T-invariant  2-spheres SA C A,SB C B that con-

tain FA, FB, respectively.   5/iu5ß  separates 51 x 52 into two components  U

and V, both homeomorphic to to, 1] x 52.   Let / be an arc properly embedded in

U with one endpoint in 5^  and the other in 5ß.

Now consider the corresponding situation for the standard action C x R on

51 x 52: C x R-invariant 2-spheres 5 ., S'B separating 5x5 into two compo-

nents U and V , SA and S'B each containing two fixed points, C x /?((/') = V ,

and an arc /    in  U   with one endpoint in each of 5^  and 5ß.

Lethl:SAuSB—>SAuSB  be a homeomorphism such that F|5^u5ß =

¿J"   (C x R)h ,.   We may choose the arc  /'   above so that its endpoints correspond

to the endpoints of / under h,.   Extend èj to a homeomorphism h2- U—» U

(this  only involves extending h^ over an open  3-cell).   Now define h: S   x S

->Sl x 52 by h\ (/ = h2 and h \ V = (C x R)i,(T|B).   Then h is a homeomor-

phism such that hTh~l = CxR.   This proves Theorem A.

Proof of Theorem B.

Case 1.   There exists a nonseparating 2-sphere disjoint from F.   By Fre-

mon's table we know that T is orientation preserving.   Applying Lemma 1 again,

there is a nonseparating 2-sphere 5 disjoint from  F  such that either TS = S or
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TS O S = 0.   By an argument such as we used in the proof of Theorem A, we may

assume that TS n S = 0.

Now 5 u TS separates S   x S    into two components A, B, such that TA =

A  and TB = B.   Cap the  2-sphere boundaries with  3-cells to obtain  3-spheres

A' ^B'   T induces involutions  TA : 2^ —► 1A  and Tß: Sß —> 20  with fixed

point sets FA = F n A  and Fg = FnB, respectively.   There are two possibili-

ties:   (i) FA =  0, Fß MS1;   (ii)  F^« Fß «Î1.   Observe    that  TA  and  Tfl   are

orientation preserving involutions on  3-spheres.   Therefore, in (i), T.   is equiva-

lent to the antipodal map [71, Tß  is equivalent to a rotation of S3 (with a circle

of fixed points), and in (ii) both are equivalent to such a rotation of 5^ [l3l.   We

can proceed just as we did at this stage in the proof of Theorem A.   It follows

that, in (i), T is conjugate to the standard involution  L  and, in (ii), T is conju-

gate to the standard involution C x K.   This will complete the proof in Case 1 of

Theorem B.

Case 2.   Every nonseparating  2-sphere meets  F.   Consider an invariant  2-

sphere S that does not separate S1 x S2.   Split S1 x S2  along S to obtain  B

homeomorphic to S   x [0, lj.   T induces an involution T' on B with (fixed point

set F split along F C\S) that can be extended to the  3-sphere that results when

one caps off the two boundary components of B  with  3-cells.   By  U3j» T   is con-

jugate to a rotation of the  3-sphere with fixed point set homeomorphic to the cir-

cle.   Thus  F n S consists of just two points.   To prove that T is equivalent to

C x K or H we consider the two possibilities for F  separately.

Subcase  a.   F is homeomorphic to S    y S  .   Each component of F meets S

in one point.   Let /  be an arc in S with endpoints F n S  such that T(J) D / =

F O S.   There is a disk spanning F C\ ] with boundary identified along / that

forms a nonsingular annulus A  with boundary  F.   We may assume that there is a

neighborhood N of F in A  such that TN n N = F.   We may also choose A  so

that TA n A = F.   Simply take A  so that (A - F) n(TA - F) consists of only

simple closed curves and the fewest number possible.   Then by a simple version

of the argument used in Lemma 1, it follows that (A - F) (~î\TA - F) = 0.

TA U A  is homeomorphic to S   x S *  and separates S1 x S    into two compo-

nents (each homeomorphic to D2 x Sl) that are interchanged by T.   A homeomor-

phism b:SxS~*SxS2 can be constructed in a fashion analogous to that

used in Theorem A so that T = h~ 1{C x K)h.   First define h on A U TA U 5, ex-

tend this homeomorphism over one of the  3-cell components of S   x S   -

(A UTAU S),   and then equivariantly over the other 3-cell component.

Subcase b.   F is homeomorphic to S1.   Let PT: S   x S    —> XT and pH: S

x S2 —» X„  denote the projections onto the orbit spaces of the involutions  T and

H, respectively.   Let U and V be invariant tubular neighborhoods of the fixed
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point sets of T and H, respectively.   Recall T \ B is equivalent to the restriction of a ro-

tation of 53.   The spaces S1 x S2 - Int(U),  XT - Int pT(Int((7)), Sl xS2 - lnt(V),

and X„ - fH(Int(V)) are homeomorphic to the orientable annulus bundle over 5

with connected boundary, A x 10, 1]/<tj>.   The fundamental group of each of these

spaces is homeomorphic to that of the Klein bottle   K, and can be presented by

K = {a, b : aba~ lb).   Sewing the torus neighborhood U (or V) back in adds a

single relation.   The only relation that can be added in this way so that the re-

sulting group is infinite cyclic is the relation  b.   Hence there is essentially only

one way in which the torus neighborhoods  U and  V can be sewn back in to give

5   x 5  .   We apply this observation to extend a homeomorphism below.

Since K has only one subgroup of index  2 isomorphic to  K, the covering

maps of A x l/<p induced by pH  and pT are equivalent.   Hence, there exists a

pair of homeomorphisms g: X_ - pT(lnt(U)) —► X^ x pH(Int(VO) and g: S   x 5   -

Int(£/)—> 51 x 52-Int(K) suchthat pHg = gpT | XT - pT(Int(L/)).   Taking note

of the above observation, one can see that these homeomorphisms can easily be

extended to homeomorphisms    h : XT—>XH  and h: S   x S2 —»5x5    such that

pHh = hpT.   Therefore  T = h~ 1Hh.   This completes the proof of Theorem B.

4.   Involutions on D 2 x 5  .   It has been pointed out by Professor Kwun that

Theorem B can be applied to give an affirmative answer to the following question:

Is every   PL  involution of D   x 5    with   1-dimensional fixed point set equiva-

lent to the rotation around the core \0\ x 5  ?   (D2 denotes the unit disk in  R  .)

Let r : D   —> D    denote the rotation through an angle of 180 degrees.

Theorem E.   Every  PL  involution of D   xS    with   l-dimensional fixed

point set  is equivalent to  r x 1.

Proof.   Let M = £>    x 5     and h: M —> M  be a  PL  involution with   1-dimen-

sional fixed point set  F.   Let M    be a disjoint copy of M  with a corresponding

involution h    with fixed point set F .   Consider the double of M, 2/M, obtained

from M  and M    by identifying them along their boundary by the identity map.   Ob-

serve that  2M  is homeomorphic to 5x5     and that h  and h' define an involu-

tion h   on 51 x 52.   It is obvious that F C Int(M).   Thus the fixed point set of

h   is F [¿j F .   From Theorem B we see that F ^ F   ** 5    and that h   is equiva-

lent to either  1 x R l or C x K.

Case 1.   h   is equivalent to  lxRj.   Let N be a small invariant regular

neighborhood of F in M (e.g., a second derived neighborhood of F).   Considera-

tion of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the pair ÎM - F, N\ reveals that

W[(iM - F; Z) has rank two.   But 77j(M - F) is a free abelian group, since

ttx{2M - (F w F')) s Z x Z and M - F is a retract of 2M - (F u F').   Thus

77j(M - Int(/V)) ^ Z x Z and according to Stallings [l6], M- Int(/V) fibers over
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the circle with an annulus as fiber.   M - Int(N) has two boundary components, so

M - lnt(N)^S   x S   x [0, lj.   It is now easy to see that h  is equivalent to an in-

volution on M with fixed point set the core ¡0¡ x S1,   h | N is simply a rotation

about the core.   Let X  be the orbit space of h | M - Int(/V).   Then X has two

boundary components, one of which is homeomorphic to S1 x Sl and is incom-

pressible.   The index of the subgroup of n-j(x) carried by this boundary compo-

nent must be the same as the index of tt^ôn) in n j(M - IntOv)), namely one.

Therefore X is also homeomorphic to j'xS'xlO, lj.   One can now easily check

that h | M - Int(N) is a rotation extending h\dN, and the theorem is proved in

this case.

Case 2.   h   is equivalent to C x K.   Follow the same notation as in Case 1.

However, F is now null homotopic in  2M and hence in M.   If we lift h to an in-

volution h on the universal covering space (D    x R, p) of M, we obtain an invo-

lution with fixed point set containing a component of p~  (F).   But p~ (F) con-

sists of an infinite number of components, each homeomorphic to S  .   Such an in-

volution on D   x R  as  h does not exist.   Thus Case 2 does not occur.

5.   Free cyclic actions on S   x S  .   In this section the main result of Tao in

til] classifying the free involutions on S    xr is extended to finite cyclic free

actions.   We use N to denote the nonorientable  2-sphere bundle over the circle.

Lemma 3.   S l x S2, N, and P   xS1 admit only the obvious fixed point free

involutions.

Proof.   We recall that S1 x S2 is a double-covering only of S1 x S2, N, P2 x

S1  and P3 # P3 [ill.   N is a double-covering only of P2 xS1 [12].   We also ob-

serve that  P2 x Sl only double-covers itself.   Suppose  P2 x S    —> M is a double-

covering.   Let M —> M be the orientable double-covering of M.   By considering

the commutative diagram of double-covering projections

2

one can see that M « S1 x 52 and M « P2 x S1.

Proof of Theorem C. Let T: S1 x S2 —> S1 x S2 be a homeomorphism gener-

ating the given free Z action. Let p: M —> M be the projection onto the orbit

space M* of T. Consider the automorphism T*: H ¿S1 x S2) —> H 1{SÏ x S2) in-

duced by T. Either 7^(1) =1 or -1, and in the latter case T2(l) = 1. From the

spectral sequence of the covering projection p [8, p. 344] we obtain the follow-

ing exact sequence:

0 -, K — r/jlM*) — Zrm
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where  K = Z if T*(l)= 1  and K = Z2  if   T*(l) = -1.

Case 1.   K = Z.   /Vj(M  ) is infinite.   It follows that M    either contains a 2-

sphere  F  that does not bound a  3-cell  or a two-sided incompressible surface  F

L13j.   Hence p~  (F) is a system of nonseparating  2-spheres in S l x S2.   This

means that  F  is homeomorphic to  S    or  P  .   Each component of S    x S    — F is

either double-covered or single-covered by a component of S   x S   — p~  (F), each

of which is homeomorphic to S2x (0, 1).   Thus M    is homeomorphic to 5   x S  ,

N, or P2 x Sl.   If M    is nonorientable, p can be factored through the orientable

double-covering of M    and so m must be even.

Case 2.   K = Z ,.   Then W,(M  ) is finite and m is even.   Consider the free

cyclic action on S   x S    generated by T    with orbit space M .   We can apply

Case 1 to observe that M' is homeomorphic to S   x S  , P   x S  , or N.   Since M'

double-covers M  , it follows by Lemma 3 that M    is homeomorphic to 5   x S  ,

P2 x S1, N, or P^ % P^.   However, only  P^1 it P^ has finite first homology group.

Therefore, M* *¡ P5 tt P3.

In both cases, notice that for each choice of M    there is only one choice for

the covering projection p (up to equivalence).

6.   Irreducible 3-manifolds containing two-sided  P2's.   Let  T: M—»M  bean

involution on a compact, irreducible, orientable  3-manifold M  with fixed point

set \x j, - - • , x2b + 2k}"  ^ need not be connected.   We define the  3-manifold

N = [M, T; (xv x2), ... , (x2k_y x2k); x2k + l, ... , x2k + 2b)

as follows:

Remove from  M  a set of pairwise disjoint, invariant open   3-cell neighbor-

hoods about each fixed point to obtain a  3-manifold  M    whose boundary has

(2k + 2b) 2-sphere boundary components  \Sj\ (Sj corresponding to the fixed point

x;).   Let T'= T|M'.   Denote the orbit space of T' by M*.   M* has  2k + 2b   P2

boundary components \PA, where  Pj  is covered by Sj.   We construct the  3-mani-

fold N from M    by identifying  f^i-l  w'tn  ^a yia a homeomorphism, for i = 1,

• ■ • , k.   Define   J   to be the class of all connected  3-manifolds homeomorphic to

some 3-manifold N constructed in this manner.

The proof of Theorem D  is a direct consequence of the following:

Theorem F.   j   is the class of all compact, connected, irreducible  3-mani-

folds that admit two-sided embeddings of P  .

Proof.   Suppose that N is a compact, connected, irreducible  3-manifold

containing two-sided projective planes.   Let ^i^ • ' • ■> P^ be a maximal collec-

tion of pairwise disjoint, two-sided P   s in N such that no pair are parallel and

none are parallel to a boundary component of N  [15L   Let [P^   .,•••,?.   2, \ be

the set of P    boundary components of N.   Then k + 2b > 0.  Let ít/yi be a set
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of pairwise disjoint regular neighborhoods of the  P. not in  Bd(/V).   Define N   =

Cl(/V - U;slt/;).   /Vt has  2£ + 2b  P2 boundary components.   Let (M., p) be the

orientable double-covering of N j  and let  T, denote the covering transformation

of p.   Then Tj  isa free involution on Mj.   Denote the  2-sphere boundary com-

ponents of Mj  by 5y, indexed so that Sj+k = p'HPJ for /' = k + 1, • • • , k + 2b,

and 52y_j u52y = p_1(Bd(L/y)) for /= 1,•••,*.   The 2-spheres S. are invariant

under Tj.   Form the 3-manifold M by filling in all the 2-sphere boundary compo-

nents 5. with 3-cells and extend Tj  to an involution T on M with 2k + 2b

fixed points—one in each of the  3-cells bounded by the 5..

It follows that N belongs to  J  once we prove that M is irreducible.   To

prove this, suppose that M  contains a  2-sphere that does not bound a  3-cell and

show that we are led to a contradiction.   By Lemma 1 there is a 2-sphere 5 in M

disjoint from the fixed points that does not bound a 3-cell and such that either

T5 = 5 or T5 n 5 = 0.

Case 1.   TS OS - 0.   In this case p(5) is a  2-sphere in the irreducible 3-

manifold N,  and hence bounds a 3-cell.   But this  3-cell must then lift to a  3-

cell in M  bounded by 5, which we have assumed does not bound a  3-cell.

Case 2.   TS = 5.   Observe that p(S) is a projective plane and that 5 does

not separate M.   Since N is irreducible, T does not interchange the sides of 5.

For otherwise N would have a P3 summand.   Hence p(5) is a two-sided projec-

tive plane in Nj which we may assume is disjoint from \P \.   Thus p(5) is par-

allel to some  P. since {P.} is maximal.   Consequently, 5 is parallel to some 5..

But each 5. bounds a 3-cell in M.   Therefore, 5 must also bound a  3-cell, which

again is a contradiction.   This proves that M is irreducible.

Now let us suppose that  N is a  3-manifold belonging to  J .   We show that

N is irreducible.   We retain the notation introduced at the beginning of this sec-

tion.   Suppose that there exists a 2-sphere 5 in N that does not bound a 3-cell.

We may assume that 5 n P ■ = 0.    For if this were not the case, then we can find

such a  2-sphere by the usual technique of picking an 5 in general position with

respect to the  P.'s and with a minimal intersection.   If 5 separates N, then one

of the components of M  , say A  , is separated by 5.   Let (M , q) be the orien-

table double cover of M .   Then q~ l(A*) = A' C A, where A' and A  are compo-

nents of M' and M, respectively.   One of the components of A   - 5, say X, lifts

to two disjoint copies of X in A' - q~1(S).   Since q~\X) is not connected,

there are no projective planes in dX.   Hence q~l(X) is homeomorphic to two

disjoint open  3-cells, because A  is irreducible.   But then 5  would bound a  3-

cell in N, in contradiction to our choice of 5.   If 5 does not separate N , then N

would have a handle.   In this situation, there would exist another 2-sphere
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disjoint from the   P 's  that separates  N  but does not bound a  3-cell.   But then

again we contradict the irreducibility of M.   Thus we have proved that every mem-

ber of / is a compact, connected, irreducible  3-manifold that admits two-sided

embeddings of P2.

Corollary 2.   If M e J  and Iljí/Ví) has a nontrivial center then Ilj(Al) is iso-

omorphic to Z © Z?.

Proof.   The fundamental group of the orientable double-cover is isomorphic

to either Z or a nontrivial free product.   In the latter case, all the elements in

the center of IIjÍM) have order 2.   In either case, IIjÍM) has a subgroup isomor-

phic to Z  © Z2.   It follows from  [l]  that   Il^M)  is isomorphic to Z © Z2.

Corollary 3.   Let M e J  and suppose that  IIjCm) has a nontrivial, normal,

finitely generated subgroup H not isomorphic to  Z such that the quotient group

UX(M)/H is infinite.   Then TT^M) is isomorphic to Z © Zv

Proof.   It is proved in [3l that either II j(M) is isomorphic to Z © Z2 or

else the orientable double-covering is homeomorphic to some A it B, where  B is

a homotopy   3-sphere  and A  is either S1 x S2 or irreducible.   Obviously A =

S1 x S2.   Hence II^A # B) S Z and IIjWsZ © Z2.
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